FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
sparkles with the world’s finest
watch and jewelry masterpieces
Prestigious watch and jewelry brands to showcase
rarest, traveling and limited edition pieces from
23 August to 2 September
Singapore (23 August, 2012) –The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands has once again proven
itself as Asia’s leading shopping destination as it presents A Glitter in Time – Watch &
Jewelry Exhibition. Together with The Peak magazine, The Shoppes tonight unveils this
season’s most coveted gems and timepieces from the crème de la crème in the world of
luxury watches and jewelry.
Until 2 September 2012, shoppers can catch one-of-a-kind hand-crafted luxury items from
20 world-class brands such as Bulgari, Chopard, Franck Muller, Hermès, Tiffany & Co.,
and Vacheron Constantin. In addition to these masterpieces, the exhibition will feature
exclusive limited edition pieces that will be available for sale only at The Shoppes at Marina
Bay Sands.
Mr. John Postle, Vice President of The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands, said, “The Shoppes
at Marina Bay Sands has one of the largest collections of fine watches and jewelry in
Southeast Asia, boasting close to 70 boutiques. We are excited to partner with The Peak
magazine and our leading retailers to give our shoppers a rare glimpse into this world of
fine workmanship. The Shoppes has always prided itself on its uniqueness. A Glitter in Time
exhibition not only showcases the highest quality gemstones and timepieces in the world, it
also completes the ultimate shopping experience for our guests.”
“Having just received the prestigious global “RLI International Shopping Center 2012”
award which recognizes us for bringing the very best to our shoppers in concept, design
and innovation, we are extremely honored to be home to these distinguished world-class
brands. I will like to thank all participating retailers for making this very rare exhibition
possible.”
One of the many captivating displays at the exhibition is Franck Muller – The Master of
Complications’ newest innovation, the Giga Tourbillon. Debuting as the world’s biggest
tourbillon cage at 20mm, the Giga Tourbillon is a revolutionary piece for all discerning
watch lovers. Two of these pieces will be displayed exclusively at The Shoppes.

All girls love their diamonds and will be dazzled by Tiffany & Co.’s stunning Tiffany
Rhapsody diamond at the exhibition. The brand, known for its most sought after yellow
diamonds, has produced its finest piece to date. At 20.34 carats, the Rhapsody Diamond
necklace sees the yellow cushion-cut stone set in a platinum necklace with an additional 37
Tiffany Legacy diamonds and 674 round bezel-set diamonds.
Another piece of art from Tiffany that will set the ladies’ hearts aflutter is the Tiffany Swag
Aquamarine and Diamond necklace. This necklace is an intricate work of art, featuring nine
pear-shaped aquamarine gemstones set within Tiffany’s flawless diamonds in platinum.
Meanwhile, Italian jeweler Bulgari is showcasing its classic Serpenti Jewelry and
timepieces at the exhibition. Drawing inspiration from the serpent’s strength and energy, the
displayed Serpenti collection is the epitome of the finest Italian jewelry pieces found in the
world.
Renowned Swiss luxury watch and jewelry maison, Chopard, is presenting its Haute
Joaillerie necklace and its matching timepiece. Embellished with 127 carats worth of asscher
– cut diamonds and 46 carats of oval-cut rubies, the necklace requires long hours of
dedicated and exceptional craftsmanship, which is complemented by a matching timepiece
set in a bracelet of stunning diamonds and rubies.
Another exclusive collection on display at A Glitter in Time is Chopard’s Mille Miglia GMT
Chrono 2012. Bearing the iconic Dunlop racing rubber strap with the famous 1960s racing
tyre-tread motif, this limited edition is released in rose gold and stainless steel of 250 and
2,012 pieces respectively.
Vacheron Constantin, the world’s oldest watch manufacturer since 1755, is presenting its
most alluring watch. The Kalla Haute Couture à Pampilles is glamorized with 28.9 carats of
gems with the renowned hand-wound Calibre 1005. With only one piece available in
Southeast Asia, Kalla Haute Couture à Pampilles will be sold exclusively at The Shoppes.
Mr. Low Ka Wei, Editor of The Peak, said, "The Peak has always brought to our readers the
finer things in life, and tonight, our readers will enjoy an exclusive preview of a carefully
curated collection of watches and jewelry. We are proud to partner The Shoppes at Marina
Bay Sands on this project, which also includes a luxe guide to the mall’s offerings in the form
of a magazine that accompanied The Peak’s July issue."
The public exhibition can be viewed at The Shoppes Grand Colonnade South, Bay Level
(L1) from 10am to 10pm daily.
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About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and
flexible convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best
shopping mall in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants and an outdoor event plaza. Its two theaters
showcase a range of leading entertainment performances including world-renowned Broadway shows. Completing
the line-up of attractions is ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and marquee
exhibitions. For more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com
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